
  

We’d love to see your finished  

activities, why not upload a photo to 

Mrs Anderson’s Instagram account or 

email them to your class teachers? 

We hope that you and your family have 

a lovely Easter!  

 

Class 1 and Class 2 

Fun Easter Activities! 

How many activities  

can you complete? 

Colour in the stars as you 

go and then count to see 

how many you’ve done! 

Easter Bunny Stamps 
 

Make an Easter Bunny stamp using a cardboard 

cylinder! Cut the cylinder into thirds and then squish 

two of them to make an ear shape. Hold the three 

pieces of cardboard close together using your thumb 

and two fingers to create the rabbit outline. Dip the 

cardboard into some paint and then use this as a 

stamp. When it’s dry, add some details to create a 

beautiful Easter picture! 

Why not turn your three cardboard cylinders into 

Easter Bunnies when you’ve finished by adding ears, 

pom-pom noses and pipe cleaner whiskers! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Top tips to enhance your child’s learning! 

 Talk to your child about all of the mathematical 

language they are using when doing this activity i.e. 
thirds, cylinders, circles, ovals 

 Cutting the cardboard cylinder and holding the rabbit 

shape with their fingers might be tricky, encourage 
them to persevere as it’s strengthening  
your child’s fine motor skills   

Egg Blowing 
 

Ask a grown up to make a small hole at the top of your egg 

and a slightly larger one at the bottom using a needle or a 

pin.  

Once you’ve cleaned the shell, blow through the small hole at 

the top until all of the inside of the egg has come out into a 

bowl.  

Give your empty egg shell a really good wash and then dry 

it ready for painting. 

Decorate you egg however you want! You could create a 

repeating pattern, or if you’re feeling really creative you 

could make a 3D scene – a jungle, a garden, your school 

teacher and class! The possibilities are endless… 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Top tips to enhance your child’s learning! 

 Get your child thinking like a scientist by talking about the 
different properties of an egg i.e. the smooth, hard shell, and 

the gooey, sticky egg white and yolk. Which part is a solid, 
which part is a liquid? What would happen if they were the 
other way round?!  Can they think of any other materials that 

would make a good egg shell? Would wood, glass or  
cotton wool work best? Why do they think that?  

 

Easter Egg Weaving 
A 
Ask a grown up to help you to cut out a large Easter egg shape on some plain paper, fold it in  

half and then carefully snip lines in the middle of the egg without cutting through the top or  

bottom of it. Open it back up and weave strips of ribbon or coloured paper in and out  

of the snips you’ve made to create a beautiful woven Easter egg. 

Colouring, Word Searches 

and Dot to Dots 
A 
There are some wonderful Twinkl 

resources to keep you busy below… 

challenge yourself to try  

three different things! 



 

Be an Art Detective 
 

Go out into your garden and see how many signs of spring 

you can see and hear! Take some paper and a pencil out 

with you and sketch some of the beautiful flowers growing at 

the moment. 

You could use your sketch to experiment with different media 

and materials – how many different ways can you think of 

to create a daffodil picture or sculpture? 

 

 

 

 

 

           Lego              Handprints           Potato Print 

 
Top tips to enhance your child’s learning! 

 When doing close observational drawings and sketches it’s 

really important to take time – tell your child they are an art 
detective and get them to really focus on the shapes and 

colours of what they’re drawing, ask them to keep looking as 
they sketch in case they’ve forgotten anything, it may surprise 
you how much detail they capture when they really focus 

 When your child is experimenting with different techniques it’s 

great to let them be free and explore rather than recreating a 

‘Pinterest’ perfect picture – they might discover  
something even better and it will be unique to them 

 

Easter Card 
 

Turn one of your beautiful creations 

into an Easter card for your family,  

or see if you can design a card  

using your own special idea! 

Easter Nests 
 

Make some delicious 

chocolate Easter nests 

for you and your 

family to enjoy! 

Why not write a set of 

instructions using first, 

next, then, after that and 

finally for each step! 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk

/food/recipes/easter 

eggnests_93841 

 

Hickety Pickety 
A 
Read the poem Hickety Pickety (below) and see if you can spot all of the rhyming words! Can 

you make a list of any other words that rhyme with hen? If you’re a Year 2, why not write  

your own rhyming poem with the words you come up with! How many other poems  

and stories can you think of about chickens? Maybe you could share some at bed time! 

Can you practice your number formation by making a number line for Hickety Pickety’s eggs 

from 1 to 10, or much bigger numbers like 56 to 66  

if you’re feeling confident! Muddle them up and time  

how quickly you can put them back in the right order! 

Easter Egg Hunt 
 

I’m sure lots of you are already planning an 

Easter egg hunt around your home and 

garden! Can you impress the grownups by 

showing them how brilliant you are at 

counting in French when you’ve found all of 

your eggs! How far can you count up to? 

 

 

 
 

 

Easter Songs 
 

How many songs do you know about spring 

animals or Easter time? Do you know Hot 

Cross Buns or 5 Little Ducks? Why not 

learn a new song or practice the ones you 

already know to sing for your friends and 

family… you could even put on an  

Easter concert!  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Top tips to enhance your child’s learning! 

 Ask them to try different ways of singing the 
same song i.e. quietly, loudly, quickly, slowly 

 See if they can keep a steady beat while 

singing - this could be through clapping or 
adding an untuned instrument like tapping 
two wooden spoons together or banging on 
an empty cardboard box, you could even 

make your own guitar with an empty tissue  
box and some elastic bands! 
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